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Abstract

Aggregative Digital Library Systems (ADLSs) provide end users with web portals to operate over an information space of descriptive metadata records, collected and aggregated from a pool of possibly heterogeneous repositories. Due to the costs of software realization and system maintenance, existing "traditional" ADLS solutions are not easily sustainable over time for the supporting organizations. Recently, the DRIVER EC project proposed a new approach to ADLS construction, based on Service-Oriented Infrastructures. The resulting D-NET software toolkit enables a running, distributed system in which one or multiple organizations can collaboratively build and maintain their service-oriented ADLSs in a sustainable way. In this paper, we advocate that D-NET's "infrastructural" approach to ADLS realization and maintenance proves to be generally more sustainable than "traditional" ones. To demonstrate our thesis, we report on the sustainability of the "traditional" OAIster System ADLS, based on DLXS software (University of Michigan), and those of the "infrastructural" DRIVER ADLS, based on D-NET.

1 Introduction

In the digital library world, organizations responsible for large research communities — e.g., national consortia, research institutions, universities, foundations — are often tempted to supply their researchers, with production systems (i.e., high quality on-line services) for cross-operating over the bibliographic metadata records of publications aggregated from a set of institutional repositories. Such systems are powered by software systems, which we refer to here as Aggregative Digital Library Systems (ADLSs), that typically address two main challenges: (1) populating an information space of metadata records by harvesting and normalizing records from several OAI-PMH compatible repositories; and (2) providing portals to deliver the functionalities required by the user community to operate over the aggregated information space, for example, search, annotations, recommendations, collections, user profiling, etc.

Two categories of ADLS scenarios can be identified. In "Static ADLSs", one responsible organization is willing to serve its user community with one information space and one customized portal under stable initial requirements (OAIster [12], BASE [15], DAREnet [11], etc). Recently a new category of ADLSs is emerging, namely "evolving ADLSs". Such systems support one or more organizations at constructing one or more information spaces and portals whose requirements tend to change over time. Examples of evolving ADLSs
are the data infrastructures funded by FP6 and FP7 European Commission calls, e.g., DRIVER, DRIVER-II [8], EFG [10], Europeana [20].

In both scenarios, organizations have to face the problem of considerable software realization costs, i.e., design and development, and production system maintenance costs, i.e., hardware, administration and system refinement. Indeed, due to the absence of general-purpose ADLS software, “traditional” ADLS solutions tend to be realized in-house from scratch. To minimize realization costs, they address the specific static requirements for which they were conceived and, as such, are hardly reusable under different scenarios. As to evolving scenarios, any ad-hoc software solution would turn unsustainable in time, due to the inevitable and high refinement costs it would entail.

The DRIVER project, financed by the EC from May 2006, had the goal of delivering a production system capable of maintaining the European information space of open access publications [1] and enabling the dynamic deployment of portals over such space. Since traditional ad-hoc solutions do not cope well with evolving ADLSs, the DRIVER Consortium embraced a novel approach to ADLS construction. The resulting D-NET Software Toolkit [19] supports a service-oriented infrastructure (SOI) system where customizability, openness, sharing, reuse and orchestration of the given services enable sustainable patterns of ADLS realization and maintenance.

In this paper we present D-NET as a general-purpose software system supporting organizations in the construction of static and evolving ADLSs in a sustainable way. In particular, we do that by highlighting the differences with the level of effort entailed by a “traditional” ADLS approach. As an exemplar of traditional solutions we rely on the well-known OAIster System [12], whose technology was realized at the University of Michigan. The analysis will show that constructing static or evolving ADLSs using D-NET can notably reduce software realization costs and that, for evolving requirements, refinement costs for maintenance can be made more sustainable over time.

In section 2 we define static and evolving ADLS scenarios. In section 3 we discuss sustainability of traditional ADLS solutions in static scenarios, by reporting on the costs for realizing and maintaining the OAIster system, and in evolving scenarios, by estimating such costs based on the OAIster experience. In section 4 we present the D-NET Software Toolkit. Finally, in section 5 we discuss sustainability of D-NET infrastructural ADLS solutions in static scenarios, by reporting on the costs of the European Film Gateway system, and in evolving scenarios, by reporting on cost of the DRIVER infrastructure.

2 Aggregative Digital Library Systems

Repositories are defined here as software systems that typically offer functionalities for storing and accessing research publications and relative metadata information. Access usually has the twofold form of search through a web portal and bulk metadata retrieval through OAI-PMH interfaces [2]. In recent years, research institutions, university libraries, and other organizations have been increasingly setting up repository installations (based on technologies such as Fedora [3], ePrints [16], DSpace [4], Greenstone [5], OpenDlib [23], etc) to improve the impact and visibility of their user communities' research outcomes.

As a natural consequence of the diffusion of institutional repositories, research communities manifested the need to cross-operate over the metadata records from a set of repositories. Such a demand, which led to the definition of the OAI-PMH protocol in the first place, brought in a novel class of software systems, which we shall call in the following Aggregative Digital Library Systems (ADLSs). Two main classes of ADLSs can be identified in the literature, static and evolving, described in the following sections.

2.1 Static ADLSs

Static ADLSs are typically under the responsibility of one organization willing to serve its user community with one information space and one portal with stable content and functional requirements:

Requirement 1: harvesting metadata records from a given number or an arbitrary number of institutional repositories;
Requirement 2: forming a uniform information space by mapping (cleaning and enrichment) the harvested records onto records conforming to a target metadata format established by the user community;

Requirement 3: operating over such information space through a web portal, which offers the functionalities required by the user community.

The architecture of static ADLSs (see Figure 1 below, left side) typically consists of two main components: the aggregation system component, whose purpose is to form the information space according to the requirements 1 and 2, and the portal component matching requirement 3. In particular, portal requirements feature digital library functionalities, such as search, collections, etc. Aggregation system requirements include tools for harvesting metadata records from a set of OAI-PMH compliant repositories, plus tools for supporting the management of aggregation. Examples are: tools for administering workflows of participating repositories; tools for managing storing and indexing of the aggregated records; user interfaces for the construction of mappings from-to metadata formats, otherwise delegated to Perl or XSLT programmers.

Figure 1: Static and evolving ADLSs

In the last few years, national consortia (e.g., DAREnet, BASE) and subject-based communities (e.g., NEEO project [6], DART Europe [7]) have been investing in the realization of traditional ADLS technologies (software realization) and in the maintenance of the relative production systems (hardware, system administration, software refinement). The causes of expenditure such organizations had to confront with are depicted by the cost model in Table 1, together with the kind of users involved in ADLS life-cycles.

Software realization. Since there is no general purpose ADLS software in the market, organizations tend to invest in ad-hoc solutions. They must cover the cost of designers and developers or outsource the work to external companies. Cost of software licenses, if needed, must be faced, although open source software is frequently adopted, e.g., Repox [25], DLXS harvester toolkit [24], Lucene and Solr [26].

Hardware installation and deployment. In order to offer robust and 24/7 services, organizations must invest in the purchase and administration of reliable servers and high-speed connections or, alternatively, outsource this work to external providers.

System deployment and maintenance. When the system is in operation a number of administrative tasks should be carried out. Three typical administrative roles can be identified:

- **Librarians**: portal managers, in charge of double-checking the quality of the information space, looking after end-user management (registration, profiling, etc.), and other user-oriented administrative tasks (e.g., updating vocabularies, managing document collections);
- **Aggregation managers**: in charge of keeping the information space up-to-date with the content of repositories. Examples of their duties are: adding or removing repositories from the harvesting
space, initiating harvesting processes over the repositories, and writing and activating XSLT scripts to transform the incoming metadata records into information space-conformant records;

- **Administrators**: in charge of handling hardware and software issues. These include operations such as ADLS software installation and configuration, web server availability, allocating or replicating storage and indexing space so as to host larger data sizes or ensure robustness and optimize query performance and scalability.

**Software refinement.** End-user portal and information space requirements may evolve in time, due to the latest trends or user interests. Modifying an existing system is generally an expensive software realization operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Designers</th>
<th>Developers</th>
<th>Librarians</th>
<th>Aggregation Managers</th>
<th>Admins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software realization</strong></td>
<td>From scratch</td>
<td>From scratch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardware</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Installation, configuration and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System administration</strong></td>
<td>Portal management</td>
<td>Coding transformation scripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>Installation and configuration of the software, system QoS, storage and indexing management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software refinement</strong></td>
<td>From scratch</td>
<td>From scratch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Eligible costs for traditional ADLSs

### 2.2 Evolving ADLSs

In evolving ADLSs, organizations, communities, information spaces and portals are arbitrary in number and their requirements tend to change over time. Typically, they fulfill the requirements of **one or more organizations** willing to unify their efforts to populate **one or more** information spaces to be operated over by **one or more** portals (see Figure 1 above, right side). Examples of such systems are **data infrastructures** such as DRIVER and Europeana. The requirements of evolving ADLSs are:

**Requirement 4**: several information spaces can be maintained, and each may feature a different target format and aggregate records from an arbitrary number of repositories or other information spaces;

**Requirement 5**: an information space may be under the responsibility of one or more organizations, which in turn may be responsible for one or more information spaces;

**Requirement 6**: due to the participation of different organizations, hardware and content management may be located at physically distributed sites;

**Requirement 7**: organizations may be responsible for one or more portals over one or more information spaces.
3 Realizing and maintaining ADLSs: the “traditional” approach

Typically, organizations willing to set up a static scenario have to face software realization costs rather than simple configuration and installation costs for existing ADLS software. The reason is the absence in the market of a general purpose ADLS. Indeed, existing ADLSs support specific information space or portal requirements, often not matching those peculiar to any other interested organizations.

3.1 The OAIster System: static ADLSs and traditional solutions

As a sample of “traditional” ADLSs scenario we report on the OAIster system experience. OAIster was conceived at the University of Michigan in collaboration with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) and funded by a Mellon Foundation grant in 2002. Its main motivation is that of “revealing the hidden web”, through an ADLS aggregating the descriptive metadata records of digital resources such as digitized/scanned books and articles, born-digital texts, audio files (e.g., wav, mp3), images (e.g., tiff, gif), movies (e.g., mp4, quicktime), and datasets (e.g., downloadable statistics files). The number of repositories to be aggregated by OAIster is arbitrary and the information space may need to scale up to tens of millions of records.

The OAIster service was implemented by extending, with aggregation system facilities, the Digital Library eXtension Service (DLXS [13]), a well-documented open source product originally designed to provide ingest and search facilities for digital libraries. Today, the software includes functionalities to harvest records in DC format using OAI-PMH and convert them through XSLT transformations into an internal and more descriptive metadata format, named BiBClass. Robustness and quality of the software are well proven by the production system, whose information space counts today over 23,000,000 records collected from over 1000 repositories and archives worldwide.²

OAIster’s product quality makes its life-cycle, from realization to maintenance, a reliable representative of the efforts an organization needs to take when building a traditional ADLS from scratch. In particular, the overall costs have been estimated to be:

**Software realization.** The initial cost, over 3 years of work, was that of 2 full-time employees who played the role of both designers and developers.

**Hardware installation and deployment.** The OAIster production system runs on the University laboratory infrastructure, of which it uses 33%, for a total of 4-5 servers and 2TB of disk per year.

**System deployment and maintenance.** Over the years, aggregation managers demanded more push-button tools, for repository management, harvesting and cleaning, in order to reduce the amount of manual programming work. With such tools, the work for aggregation managers, also in charge of the XSLT scripts, is estimated as 1/3 of a full-time employee a year.

**Software refinement.** The OAIster system has been continuously upgraded with new functionality over the last 6 years. Overall, several designers/developers had to be occasionally hired for a total of 4 years of work of 1 employee.

Such analysis clearly shows that ADLSs are affordable only for strong organizations which can rely on constant funding, and, possibly, on local laboratories and an existing team of programmers. The highest costs are due to design and development skills required in all phases of realization, maintenance and refinement.

3.2 Evolving ADLSs and traditional solutions

Due to their rather “dynamic” requirements, the way to minimize costs when handling evolving ADLSs is to develop software solutions designed to be reusable in different contexts, e.g., cope with any metadata formats and be easily extended with new functionality. Unfortunately, as mentioned in the previous section, existing ADLS solutions adopt a traditional approach, hence feature low degrees of reusability and extensibility. In order to minimize realization costs, their software is designed assuming a set of static requirements and developed to address them as efficiently as possible. Such a design choice, effective for
static scenarios, does not pay when applied to evolving ADLSs. In fact, when faced with highly evolving requirements, the costs of refining monolithic software systems can be in the worst case equivalent to the realization of a new aggregation system or portal (see OAIster's software refinement costs). In particular:

**Issues with requirements 4, 5:** traditional ADLSs are defined to operate one information space, the cost of adapting them to handle multiple information spaces equates to that of building a new system; moreover, when an organization is willing to support a metadata format different from the one in use in the system (e.g., DLXS's BibClass), low-level code refinement operations are needed.

**Issues with requirement 6:** being devised to serve one organization, ADLSs are built to be locally monitored and administered; any adaptation to a distributed scenario would require major system modifications.

**Issues with requirement 7:** each portal implies new and independent software realization costs.

4 D-NET Software Toolkit

The DRIVER project's applicative goal is that of promoting open access [1] business models among researchers and publishers by giving centralized access and visibility to open access publications available in Europe and world-wide. To this end, the project aimed at delivering an ADLS capable of aggregating tens of millions of open access metadata records from OAI-PMH repositories from Europe and beyond into one information space. In addition, the information space had to be "open" to any organization, such as national consortia, willing to operate over it through portals and external consuming applications or with the intention of building further information spaces from it.

To achieve the objective, the DRIVER project created the D-NET Software Toolkit. The software, inspired by the service-oriented principles [17] of Service-Oriented Infrastructures (SOIs), offers a run-time distributed environment in which services can be dynamically deployed, shared, and combined into applications. In particular, services are implemented as web services [18] and are designed to capture general ADLS functional patterns that can be instantiated to match the needs of a specific scenario. In a D-NET infrastructure, by exploiting sharing, distribution, compositionality, autonomicity (orchestration) and customizability of services, multiple organizations can collaboratively construct their ADLSs in a sustainable way. Specifically, one responsible organization (RO) administrates the infrastructure and supports a number of participating organizations (POs) at realizing and maintaining their ADLSs.

D-NET services are organized into three architectural areas (see Figure 2): Enabling, Data and User Functionality Areas.

The Enabling Area includes so-called enabling services [9], which serve as the fulcrum of the infrastructure, administered by the RO and available 24/7:

- **Information Service.** Services must register their profile (unregister when they leave) with the Information Service, which contains information about their web location, the functionality they expose and their internal status. Through the Information Service, any other service can discover if the services it requires are available and where they are located before interacting with them.

- **Manager Service.** Manager Services are workflow engines used to support system autonomic behavior by executing sequences of actions involving a set of services. Typically, they monitor the system service map available through the Information Service and react to relevant events by orchestrating the services into chains of actions. For example, the actions needed to automate replicas of records could be: whenever records are stored in a Store Service instance A, discover through the Information Service another Store Service instance B that is available to store a replica of the records, then read the records from A and store them in B.

- **Authorization and Authentication Service.** Through such service, organizations can specify which other services are authorized to discover and access their services; for the sake of simplicity, in this
paper we shall assume full service sharing and reusability.

The Data and User Functionality Areas include the services shown in Figure 2 below, used to form aggregation systems and portals respectively. Services in both areas are designed to be generic with respect to the metadata format they can manage, so that they can be instantiated to match the requirements of their communities. In particular, the Generic UI Service can be configured, personalized and instantiated in an infrastructure to set up a portal. Such portals can integrate none or some of the user functionalities available through the running services.

![Figure 2: The D-NET service architecture](image)

5 ADLSs in D-NET: the "infrastructural" approach

In D-NET ADLSs are constructed by following a "Lego" approach, that is, by deploying services of data and functionality areas and combining them into workflows, based on their application requirements.

For example (Figure 3), an aggregation system is a D-NET application [22] consisting of data areas services running in possibly multiple instances, so as to handle record replicas or record distribution (vertical and horizontal partitioning) at different sites. Services can be combined through customized workflows, in order to match the requirements of different aggregation systems; e.g., OAI-PMH Harvester Services could deliver records to Transformation Services and then to Store Services (as in Figure 3), or directly to Store Services if no mapping is needed.
Similarly, portals consist of a number of Functionality Area services (see Figure 4). Appropriately combined, such services can form a variety of community portals, which can be configured to operate over one of the available information spaces. In particular, portals are modularly independent from the aggregation systems and can automatically adapt to any metadata format supported by the relative information spaces; moreover, they can be configured to focus on a subpart of one information space and to activate only the subset of functionalities of interest.

Most importantly, D-NET's framework is “open”, i.e., organizations can extend Data and Functionality Areas with new services so as to introduce functionality not yet supported by the available D-NET software and build the workflows they need.

Today, a number of organizations have successfully built and are maintaining their static and evolving ADLSs
by running D-NET. In the following, we shall describe the cost model entailed by the D-NET framework and report on real-world scenarios. This analysis will show that, compared to the traditional approach, adopting D-NET generally implies minor realization costs to the organizations and results in production systems that are more sustainable in the long-term.

5.1 Cost Model

D-NET’s framework reduces ADLS realization and maintenance costs for POs as follows:

(i) Software realization costs are limited to installation costs, since service functionalities capture generic ADLS patterns and can be customized to specific scenarios;

(ii) Hardware costs can be reduced by hardware sharing with other organizations (consolidation effect);

(iii) Administrator costs are reduced by Manager Service orchestration mechanisms, e.g. storage allocation, index replicas, robustness, quality of service;

(iv) Aggregation manager and librarian costs can be reduced by sharing information spaces maintained by other organizations;

(v) Software refinement costs are reduced by the loosely-coupled service framework.

The separation between RO and POs leads to a different cost model, where the RO installing and maintaining a new D-NET system instance is conceptually distinct from the PO deploying an ADLS into an existing D-NET instance.

Table 2 reflects this distinction by introducing the role of RO administrators. It can be observed that while librarians and aggregator managers perform the same work as they would for traditional ADLSs, all other actors are either freed or facilitated in their tasks by the framework and orchestration mechanisms and software realization and maintenance costs are eliminated or softened.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software realization</th>
<th>PO Designers</th>
<th>PO Developers</th>
<th>PO Librarians</th>
<th>PO Aggr. Mgrs.</th>
<th>PO Admins</th>
<th>RO Admins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service configuration and portal graphics</td>
<td>Service configuration and portal graphics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Installation, configuration and maintenance for Enabling Layer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Installation, configuration and maintenance: not necessary when sharing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portal management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Service QoS supported by service orchestration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software refinement</th>
<th>Enabled by design: Customizability and Openness</th>
<th>Enabled by design: Customizability and Openness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 2 - Eligible cost for infrastructural ADLSs

**Costs for ROs.** ROs bear the costs of administrators installing and maintaining the infrastructure and all PO applications.

**Infrastructure installation and maintenance.** Acquiring an initial set of machines connected to the Internet and installing/deploying the Enabling Services governing the infrastructure. Such machines, being central to the infrastructure activities, must be 24/7 reliable and available, e.g., equivalent in power and cost to those that traditional ADLS servers should have.

**Infrastructure administration.** Give support to POs that need to deploy services for their ADLSs.

Experience has proven that such costs are similar to that of installing and maintaining traditional ADLSs. In fact, the cost of monitoring the higher number of ADLSs that can be hosted in a D-NET environment is compensated by Manager Service orchestration mechanisms (monitoring availability, performance, workload, etc). Autonomic administration, normally missing in traditional ADLS technologies, frees administrators of monitoring and management tasks, and warns them in the case of major failures.

**Costs for Pos.** ROs give support to POs who want to keep down the costs of their ADLSs. In particular, given the current D-NET service packages, POs can exploit two main application patterns: aggregation system and portal applications. PO costs for building ADLS in D-NET are the following:

**Software realization.** Services in the Data and Functionality Areas can be combined, orchestrated and configured (adapted to a given metadata format) by the PO or the RO to satisfy the given PO's application scenario, i.e., specific information spaces or portals. Realization costs are therefore minimal for the PO involved, which need only deploy the services and supply the appropriate customized portal graphics.

**Hardware installation and deployment.** Hardware can be partly provided by the PO and partly shared from other POs or the RO itself. The extent of sharing is decided and evaluated by the POs involved and the RO. In some cases, PO applications may fully dependent on other POs machines, with zero hardware costs.

**System deployment and maintenance.** ADLS administrators are not required, to a large extent, since RO administrators can configure the Manager Services to orchestrate services to satisfy requirements of robustness and scalability, i.e. storage replication, index redundancy, quality of service. When needed, new services can be deployed any time to dynamically empower the infrastructure with new resources. Costs for librarians and aggregation managers are the same as for traditional ADLSs. Aggregator Managers can rely on push-button interfaces, through which they can define format-to-format mappings without specific programming skills. XSLT defined mappings are still possible.

**Software refinement.** A further level of participation is that of POs willing to include new typologies of services into D-NET or provide better implementations of existing typologies. Design and development cost are necessary, however D-NET’s openness eases the integration of the new services. Two aspects further reduce refinement costs: (1) any D-NET enhancement can be reused by other PO applications and (2) D-NET services can naturally adapt to changes by simple configuration, e.g., change of the metadata formats do not require new development.

**5.2 The European Film Gateway project: static ADLSs and infrastructural solutions**
The costs of realizing a static ADLS in D-NET are those of an organization playing both the roles of the RO and of the only PO involved. Differently from traditional ADLS approaches, in D-NET realization costs are minimal, often limited to installation and portal graphics customization. Its flexible software can be installed and configured to match the ADLS requirements of the organization involved. Administration costs, as described above, are equivalent. A further benefit is that the resulting production system can be flexibly extended with further functionality or dynamically adapted to change its behavior, e.g., metadata format modification, and, if needed, distributed over a cluster of machines. Maintenance costs are therefore minor with respect to ad-hoc technological solutions.

D-NET is currently running the ADLS of the European Film Gateway (EFG) project [10], started in September 2008 and scheduled to last three years. EFG aims at aggregating metadata relative to filmography resources available from 15 relevant OAI-PMH data providers. Such resources can be movies, persons, corporate bodies, posters, audio-video material, all generally described by heterogeneous metadata formats at the original sites. The EFG Consortium has defined a common EFG metadata format, onto which the metadata records from the data providers must be mapped, and has provided the specification of the portal through which such data will have to be searched and accessed.

D-NET was convenient for two main reasons: the possibility of configuring an aggregation system to handle the EFG information space; and the openness and flexibility of the resulting production system. Realization costs were the installation of a D-NET infrastructure, the configuration and deployment of the aggregation system and portal, for an initial cost of one day of work and three servers in a local network. Aggregator Managers costs for defining format-to-format mappings are limited to the 15 data sources and therefore limited to an initial effort. Librarian costs remain as they would in the OAIster or any other system.

5.3 The DRIVER Infrastructure: evolving ADLSs and infrastructural solutions

The DRIVER Infrastructure is the evolving D-NET-based ADLS production system resulting from the DRIVER and DRIVER-II EU projects. In particular, the DRIVER Consortium plays the role of the RO and of the PO responsible for the main DRIVER ADLS consisting of: the aggregation system maintaining the DRIVER information space (DIS) of open access publications [22] and the DRIVER community portal, delivering to researchers advanced functionalities over the DIS. Two further POs, i.e., Belgium (University of Ghent) and National and University Library of Ljubljana (Slovenia) representing their respective national repository consortia, are responsible for the community portals and the aggregative systems harvesting and operating over the subsets of the DIS relative to their country.

Today, the DIS counts around 2,400,000 metadata records for open access publications, harvested from more than 250 open access repositories from 33 countries in Europe and beyond. The number of entries is expected to keep growing as repository organizations are attracted to become data provider to increment their visibility, thus recompensing their local efforts, and to get feedback on the quality of their service through special D-NET Validator Services, capable of ranking quality of repository content.
The DIS contains records in DRIVER Metadata Format (DMF). DMF records describe publication resources in terms of their provenance (name of the aggregator that fetched them, of the original repository, of the institution and country) and Dublin Core bibilographical description. They are generated by a set of Transformation Services, whose aggregator managers apply cleaning and mapping rules to the DC records harvested from repositories. Note that the responsibility of such services can be delegated to national organizations so as to distribute the overall aggregative effort. As of 2010, Slovenia and Spain are examples of this methodology, while Belgium, Greece and Bulgaria are on the waiting list for technical support.

Manager Services, given the mapping from DC to DMF for a given repository, are configured to orchestrate the workflow maintaining the DIS, which is: harvesting DC records, storing and transforming them onto DMF records, indexing DMF records, and maintaining three replicas of all stores and indices on different servers (this number can be varied any time).

Three different instances of the Generic User Interface Service are running, all configured to accept DMF queries. The DIS portal (Figure 6) of the DRIVER PO operates over the whole DIS and enables all functionalities, from user profiling and collections to recommendations and advanced search. The portals of Slovenia and Belgium national consortium POs (Figure 7) enable simple keyword-based search over the subset of DIS records harvested from the relative countries.

It is important to note that Consorcio Madroño (Madrid, Spain), formerly a PO in the DRIVER infrastructure, has deployed and today maintains an independent D-NET infrastructure installation to build the Spanish repository infrastructure and serve as national web portal. The D-NET Spanish infrastructure acts as an external aggregator and currently feeds to the DIS around 80,000+ documents from about 30+ repositories.
The overall costs of the DRIVER ADLS are minor compared to those required to build the same evolving ADLS with traditional systems:

Software realization. Installation and configuration of services and workflows, to handle the desired metadata and maintain the level of robustness and scalability needed. Graphic customization is also required. The cost for setting up an aggregation system is three days of work, while the cost for setting up a portal on an existing information space is one day.

Hardware installation and deployment. Hardware costs are currently those of 8 servers running at different
locations in Europe, to be spread across the four supplying organizations.

**System deployment and maintenance.** These costs are those of librarians, in charge of managing users, communities and collections and that of aggregator managers. Administration at the installation level is required only when alerts from the Enabling Services are launched, hence is less than that of a system like OAIster, where replicas must be managed by humans. The overall cost of Aggregator Managers can be estimated as that required by the OAIster System, but spread across the participating organizations.

**Software refinement.** POs may add new services any time, to Data and Functionality Areas, so as to offer new data process functionality or end user functionality through the portal. Although such numbers cannot be used for a comparison with other scenarios, it is interesting to know that the experience of integrating a new D-NET Index Service encapsulating Yadda index technology (ICM, Poland) was that of one month of work of one programmer. The component, developed independently according to the D-NET framework specification, was then transparently integrated in the system workflows.

### 6 Conclusions

As highlighted by the OAIster experience, the realization of traditional solutions to Aggregative Digital Library Systems tend to be expensive and the resulting production systems will be hard to sustain in the long term. This is especially true when applied to “evolving” ADLS scenarios, which assume a multitude of end-users, large amounts of data and evolving functional requirements. This paper proposes the D-NET Software Toolkit as an innovative technological solution to this problem, being capable of supporting organizations in the construction of sustainable ADLSs. D-NET’s approach has also proven to be apt for “static” ADLS scenarios, due to its high configurability and easy deployment. Several communities, from national consortia to subject based communities, are now considering building their ADLSs using D-NET.
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